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SOR (near ASJg)Attacks on the viaduct at Ai\

Many attacks have been made on this target; the f ollovdng are the most.
important:

on the nights of "I? September, 19A3
11 November, 19A3
13 Februaiy, 19^4

1 November, 1943
18 December, 1943
4 February, 1944

by day on

Casualties

During the raid on 11 November. 1943»On the whole casualties were light,
there were 15 killed and a few injured.

Effects

Damage was slight andThe viaduct was hit only once - on 1 November,
repair-work was completed by 9 November.

The railway was hit almost on every raid but repair work was simple and
rar«ly lasted more than 24 hours.

Conclusioha
f

(a) AttSLcks on the viaduct were ineffective, resulting only in a few minor
disruptions of traffic.

Heavier bombs might have achieved the result intended.(f)

Attack on the dam at PORT b-rPNALTN. 8 November 19_43

Raid

The attack was made at 19.00 hours on 8 November 1943 by a single aircraft.

Effects

The eacplosions caused a hole in the dam of about 10 metres in diameter.

Repair work would take about 3 months.

nr>riPi1.uaions

River traffic and communications are extremely vulnerable to successful
attacks. To realise this, it is sufficient to compare the attack on the POET
BERMALIN dam and that on the ANTHSoR viaduct. In the first case there was 1
plane, which dropped 4 bombs; result; disruption of tiuffio for 3 months;
the second, several waves of 20 - 30 aircraft dropping hundreds of bombs;
disruption of traffic for a few days. One must not generalise however too ̂ ch.
The attack on the viaduct could have been carried out more suocessfmly, u the
n^thod used had been more stoitable for this kind of objective (i.e, ground attack;,

/for

in
result:

a, 254611/EJW/2.50/35.
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The RAP made anPor example there is one case which deserves mention,
an attack during the year 1943 on the dams at MOHITE, EDER, and SORPE.
raid was carried out by a squadron of Lancasters, specially trained, and
using for this puipose mines of I5OO lbs, which gave the blast necessary for
pulverising the heavy masonry with which these dams were constructed,
attacks were eminently successfiil; the dams were burst and the hydro
electric plant situated further down was carried away by the torrent, which
also caused serious flooding.

The

The

Attack on Arsenal at TOULON, 24 November 1945

Raid

The raid took place in the early afternoon of 24 November 1943*
aircraft, probably American, n'umbered 80 and flew in formations of 30, 30 and
20f About 800 bombs were dropped on the objective, including about 100 ;vhich
fell in the sea. Total tonnage was about 250 tons.

The

I

Military personnel: 75 killed. Civilian personnel: at least
400 killed.

Effects

All parts of the Arsenal were hit. Bombs also fell on the town and in
the suburbs, causing widespread damage to housing and public utilities. The
effect was immediate,

obstructions of the reads, in the Arsenal as well as in the tov/n, caused a
serious setback especially in the communications with le Mourillon (for
reinforcements). A number of incendiaries were also dropped, causing three
major conflagrations and other smaller ones which were soon extinguished.

Coimiunications were broken. The various

Attack on aircraft factory at T.Tltfnn-P?^, 8/9 February 19LU.

Target

The aircraft factory is situated 4 kilometres to the N.E, of Limoges,
between the River Vienne and the railway Limoges  - Saint Sulpice Lauri^re.
It was manufacturing motors for the Germans to equip Me 323's.
number of workers was a little over 2000.
least 115 motors.

The total
In Jainuaiy 1944 they produced at

Raid

The raid was carried out on the night of 8/9 Pebruaiy by not more than
6 fou3>-engined aircraft, which dropped about 15 tons of bombs,

naflualties
I

There were only 5 wounded, 2 seriously.

Effoots

rtoht,
moreA number of Industrial buildings were hit. Of the 16 most inmo

4 were oonqpletely destreyed, 2 badly damaged and beyond repair, and 10
or leea damaged but repairable. a nvaribor of administrative offices were

/damaged
G

also

. 254611 /BJW/2,5G/35,
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dajnaged, "but only lightly. About 25% of the machineiy was destroyed.

The 6 buildings which are to be demolished comprise a half of the
actual industrial section, and a third of the whole factory (including
administrative buildings) .

Incendiaries caused little damage.

Attack on the station yards at TEEG-NIBR^ 9 February IQiiA

The station at TERG-NIER, v/hich includes an engine depot and a repair
works, was bombed'on 9 February 1944 between 09.40 and 09.45 hours,
was carried out by two waves of IO aircraft.

The - raid

Effects

The station and the repair works suffered considerable damage; the
machineiy depot v^as hit by only 2 or 3 bombs. There was also serious damage to
housing, some of which was coupletely destroyed by a direct hit. After 6 days
repair work the essential linos were in running order.

Attack on the factory at ALBERT. 2 March 192t4

Target

ThisThe factory at AliBERT was manufacturing motors for Pocke Wulf,
objective, situated 200 metres S.W. of the town, was extremely well camouflaged.

Raid

The bombing took place on 2 March from 21.15 hoxirs to 21,45 hours by
approxiinately 15-20 aircraft.

Effects

All the bombs fell on the target or in the immediate vicinity. The factory
was ccanpletely hit. Every part was affected either by a direct hit or by blast,
and much of the factory is now useless. There was also widespread damage in the
neigdibourhood due to the impact of the explosions.

Attack on.SAlNT-QUENTIN. 2 Marsh 19^*4

Target

It appears that the objective was the Pards-Brussels line, the 6 or 8
sidings which are connected to it and the locks on the canal from the R. Sanibre
to the R. Oise, where there is an important traffic in materials.

Said

March about 17.00 hours by 2 successive waves ofThe attack was made on 2
20 Fortresses.

/naaualties

G. 254611 /bJW/2, 50/35.
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Casualties

90 dead
150 injured

Effects

The railway line from Paris to Brussels was re-estahlished 48 hours
after the homhing. The other routes v/ere in running order 8 days after.

The canal was hit but the lock was untouched. 2 districts in
particular suffered great damage and many houses were destroyed.

Attack on LA PORTE de MOOTEEUIL. 5 March 1944

On 3 March 1944 about 03.30' hours, when American aircraft were attacking
the factoileS S.N.C.A.M. (Societe Nationale de Constructions Ae'ronautiques du
Midi) at LES MOEEAUX, MEULAM, and SAETROUVILLE, a plane which was probably
in difficulty dropped a few bombs near the PORTE de MONTREUIL in Paris,

Effects

Some damage was don^ to housing, causing

2 dead and
12 injured

Attack on the station at HIR30N. 6 Mareh 1 9Z>ii.
f

Target

The station at HIESON is an in^ortant marshalling-yard and jtinction for
the northern and eastern railways. It also has an engine depot and repair
shops,

Raid

The attack took place by day on 6 March 1944.
in the operations.

Effects

100 aircraft took part

I
About 1000-1200 bombs were dropped, of which 3OO fell on the machine

depot and its lines, and 6OO on the marshalling-yard and the passenger and
goods stations.

All the sheds were hit.
roof "B^eh consequently destroyed the xmderlying rails,
by the blast and one shed was completely demolished,
bombing, traffic from Hirson was in^ossible but after 4 days it was
re-established.

Some of them received several bombs on the
Walls were shattered

For 2 days after the

The marshalling-yard was out of order for more than a month and it required
the same time to repair the lines connected to the engine depot,
undexv/cnt considerable damage.

The engines

The repair shop whkh has special equipment is closed for the durction
and will perhaps be in^ossible to repair.

/Locomotives

G. 25461 l/EJTi7/2.50/35. SECRET
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Locomotives and carriages were demolished in the coal-yards and passenger
station.

The main signal box was demolished and the points were completely destroyed*

Attacks on the marshalling-yards at MQhTATAIRE. March 19kU

Target

This is an important marshalling-yard on the northern nehvork, 4 kilometres
south of* the station at CRSIL. It also includes  a very imoortant engine depot.

Raids

The total numher ofThese took place by day on 17, 20, 23 and 26 March
oircraTt v/hicli took part v/as over 600, and in particular on 23 March there were
more tlian 300.

Effects

The marshalling-yard was severely damaged, and lengthy repairs are
The signal installations v/ere also destroyed. The machine depot

all the locomotives v/e3re badly damaged, aird the cranes "iTere

necessary-
was badly hit;
overturned.

Attack on the NADELLA works at LA RICAI/ARIS. 10 March 1944

Target

The A.I.A, (Atelier Industriel de l*Air) was doing repairs for the Gennans on
BfcaW motors vith a normal output of about 200 motors per month.

Raid

SomeThe attack was ir.ad-; on 10 March la'iA a.t 2.430 hours by 15 or 20 aircraft,
incendiaries v/ere also dropped.

Casualties

Thex'e were no casualties tunong French personnel, but there was a certain
number of viotims among the Gexmans who -were occupying the huts across from the
vrorks.

Effects

A few huts were buirit down, butThe incendiary bombs had little effect,

of the ten bombs (500 kg) v.'hich hit the' principal industrial bxiilding, it could
be safely said that only one caused aix'/' great damage, and tliis can be repaired.
The machinery suffered little. In spite of the damage done to the principal
building, work v/as rosiamed shortly afterv/ards, due partly to the decentralisation
of the different brandies,

resumed at the A.I.A. , production having dropped only 50j?.
Indeed, 15 days af'tor the bombing, work was

/Atteck

a. 254611 /EJ"i7/2. 50/35.
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Attack on the aircraft factory at DEQIjS, 10 March 194^4-

Tai^get

The 3.N.C.A.S.O. factoiy (S.W. branch of the Societe Nationale de
Constructions Aersnautiques) at the time of the., attack held about 1000 workers
and manufactured the following:

- wing units and fuselage parts for Siebel
- motor bonnets and bodies for B175
-  various parts for Junkers
-  Various parts for PW 150

Repair work ̂ vas also done on Bloch 155’s and Messerschmitts.

Raid

The attack was carried out on the night of 10/11 March by a nxamber of
aircraft, which must have been in the region of 30 bombers,
incendiaries \vas also dropped.

Igffects

A number of

Only abodt 15 bombs hit the buildings of the factoiy, k. of which at
least did not eixplode. The total damage seems to have been caused by the
explosions of 8 - 10 bombs at the most. The administrative offices were

entirely ̂ destroyed by fire. Only one building will have to be demolished.
About 80^ of the machinery was smashed up, but much of it can still be
repaired and the actual loss is about 30% - 40^c. On the whole however the
damage done to the manufactured products and the machinery is less than th.'^t
which the buildings xinderwent. Consequently, activity at BEOLS has ceased
the machinery being transferred to SAINT-A3TIER; the factory itself win have
to be couple tely recons true ted»

Attack on aircraft factory at CLBRi'lOMT-PERElAM) and
the airfield at AiniNAT. 10 March and 30 April 1S^

Raida

The A.I.A. (Atelier Industrdel de l*Air) was attacked tv/ice during the
on 10 Itarch and 30 April 19A4, the second attack being motivated

Doubtless both these raids were the
"Liberator", at least for the

night:
by the partial failure of the first,
work of tlie RAl*’ (probable type of aircraft;
first raid).

American aircraft attacked the AlILNAT aircraft on the morning of
The raid was carried out by 6 successive waves of 21 bombers,

accompanied by a number of fighters which engaged the Oeiman fighters and
brought down 3»

30 April.

Casualties

Thei-e v/ere no casualties in the A.I.A. but on the 10 iiarch there were a
certain nuraber of victims among the Germans who occupied the mits sitwited to
the south of the THIERS road.

About 30 houses wereOn 30 April bombs fell on the town of AULNAT.
destroyed and there were

6 dead and about
1 2 injiirud

G.254SII/EJV//2.50/35. regret
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(

(30 April)Effects

2 buildings v/hich were hit on 10 March were again hit on 30 April (A.I.A.)
and this time were almost completely destroyed,
buildings were more or less damaged by blast or by fire.

Out of the 251 motors in existence in the factory there were only 2ij.
destroyed and 62 damaged.

The majority of the other

j

Effects on airfield

The central part of the field was not hit ajid at no moment were the
take-off and landing of aircraft interrupted.

Effects on industr/

After the attack on 30 April, which caused much damage. the Germans did

not think it suitable to resume work at the A,I.A. (only one buildinr, was more

or less intact) and the machinery v.’hich was salvaged was removed.

Attack on the lock at CREIL. 25 and 26 March 19At-

Target

3 kms. downstream from CRSIL on the Oise there is  a lock system whion
allows the simultaneous passage of two barges, and consequently the running of a

two-way traffic.

Baida

aircraft.23. March - this attack was made at 11. A5 hours by 1ij. waves of

It was a follow-up of the raids made on 18 and 20 March on the 3iiar3imlliii^-y2.r<l3
at MDNTATAIRE.

At26 March - a raid was made about 14,00 hours by a number of aircraft,
the same time an attack was made on the railway bridge over the Oise

LAVERSII^S, by an xinknown number of aircraft.

I
I Effects

.23 March ~ 3 bombs made a direct hit on some masonry above the lock system

on the canal, which beccune obstructed by the debris.

One bomb bit the26 March - damage done on this occasion was negligible.
THE LAVERSINIS bridge was also attacked but only one

is ndnorTraffic v/as resumec. as -.con
house of the lockkeepcr.
bomb hit the parapet near the r-ailing.

damage to the railways had been repaircjd.

factor:/ at VENIPu^rnTy,
25 and 28 March 1944

Attack on tbic

Target

The factory belonging to the Societe' Industrielle G^n^rale de Mccanique
Appliquee (S.I.ft.M.A.) is situated in S.V4 suburb of lA'ON in the district of
VEMISSIEUX. It is part of a vor;v^ important iirdustrial centre which mciuacs.

/the fictorioo

7
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the Societe ?raii;;aisethe factories BERLIST, MARECHAL, the CHB'lEO-TECHNIE ,
des Electrodes and the LONG-WI steel works.

Raids

23 March - the attack was inade about 22.40 hours by about 60 aircraft.

25 March - the attack was about 23»00 hours by approximately 20
aircraft which dropped only incendiaiy bombs.

29 March - the attack was made about .22.40 hours by approximately 100
airci^t.

Effects

23 March - the bombing was a complete failure. The bombs fell about
500 to 600 metres N.E. of the objective. Damage on the v/hole was slight.
About 60 houses were destroyed. The industrial consequences v/ould have been
nil, if it had not been for a breakdown in electricity supi^ios. Telephone
and water communications were cut at St.-Tons-Venissievuc."

25 March - there was a large number of incendiaries dropped on this
Many of them hit the following industrial establisliments:

SIGMA ” EEELIET - CHIMOTBCHWIE - SOlvIUA - MARBCHilL -
Ste. PRARCiilSE des ELECTRODES - LONGUY steelv/oifcs.

night.

Some damage, was done to all, but everything was under control by 08.00
hours in the morning. On the whole the industrial consequences of this
attack were negligible in-relation with the niimber of bombs dropped.

29 March - the whole factory (S.I.G.M.A.) requires reconstruction,

plant however is largely intact (867^ machinery, 50^ of important material)
which means that it can be transferred to other localities, and that
manufacture can be resumed. The main resiilts from the raid affecting

The

industry were the delay and inconvenience of decentralising plant.

Attack on the station at ORRIL. 23 March 19AA

Target

The target cannot be exactly defined, but it seems from the objectives

hit, th'it the Anglo-Americans had as their objective the jxmetion of the line-
CREI1>PAR-TS and CREIL-BEAUVAIS rather than the factories on the banks of the
Oise between Creil and the marslialling-yards at MONTATAIRE. ^

Raid

The raid w&a made on 23 March about 12.45 hours by a formation of 12

aircraft.

^fepts

The railways CEEIL-PARI3 and CREIL-BEAUVAIS were hit at several points.
The CREIL-EEAUVAI3 route was repaired v/ithin 48 houars. The traffic towards
PARIS would have been rc-featablishod in the same time if the track had not
been so badly hit in the marshalling-yards at MONTATAIKE. T>iere the damage

groat that the main line CREIL-PARES was not re-established until 10

/days

was 30

G. 25461 50/35.
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days after and the marshalling-yards not for several months*

Attack on the station at LAON, 24 March 19Mf

Target

This station has important marshalling-yards, and is the junction for the
There is also .northern and eastern network of railways.

Said

100 aircraft,The attack was niade about 22,00 hours by aoproximateiy
probably Plying Portresses.

Effects

About a thousand bombs were dropped, of vdiich 180 hit the ^ilway
installations, 80 the engine depot and 100 the railway lines, °
damage was done to the lines. All those in a dirtjction v/est ci he o a aon we
destroyed and are now useless, as v/cll as the TEEG-MIEE -
connecting the engine depot with the station and the marshallmg-yaros.

itself will take

SOISSOhS lines

The depot4 locomotives were hit and dunaged badly,
only 15 days at most to repair,.

0^ MarshAttack on the railway station at VAIRB3

Target

in tlic i;astern network,
s of this network
had had its traffic

This is an important and very modem marsh all ing-ynrd

on the PARIS-3TRASB0UEG- line, one of the moat impcrtaiit line
The V/dHS3 stationfrom economic and stra.tegic standpoints.

coi:isiderably augmented since other inarshalling-yards
bombing,
of troops and mateidal.
three trains transporting troops, material and munitions.

had

Day and night there were successive movemonts
At the time of the attack there

been destroyed by
a consider iblc scale

 were in tne

on
st-'tion

The station also had a very important engine depot.

Radd

The attack was made about 21.35 hours and 21,50 hours by sy^proximately 100
aircraft of unidentified type.

Effects

More than a thousand bombs were dropped.

The troop trains, which were carrying troops, material ̂ d munitions were
pulverised by the explosions of the bombs and their own munitions. In one area
there were about 250 carriages, of which there r-main now only the twasted iron
carcasses blackened by the fire which followed th.e explosion.

At the end of
The principal line PARIS-STRASBOURCt was cut for 48 hours,

this delay, traffic was resumed on one line, after 4 di\ys on ̂
pa.saongor station was not hit. The coaling-plant of the depot which receives

The

/and

0.254611 /EJW/2- 50/35.
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and distributes the coal for all the stations of the eastern netv/ork in the

Paris area was completely destroyed.

Many of the locomotives however are not beyond repair.

Attack on the railway stations at LA CHAPET.-T.E and
LAPLAIRE SAIET-DENIS. 21 April

Target

At LA CHAPELLE there is a goods station and a marsli3.11ing-yard, also
workshops and an important engine depot.

At SAINT-DENIvS there is a marshal ling-yard which also includes an c-n^
d

ino
epot.

These two stations together constitute a very important junction:

PABIS-CREIL in direction of CALAIS and BRUSSELS, P/JiI3-S0IS30i\'3, v/ith
junctions with the eastern and central networks.

Raid

About 400 bombers took part in the attack, operating in successive

waves of about I5 aircraft. Also a number of pathfinders kept the target
illtaminated during the bombing.

Effects

More than 2000 bomba v/dre dropped. Some houses vfere hit.

The principal lines PAEIS-CALAI3, PARI3-BRUXELLES and Pj\PI3-30I3S0ri3
were broken at many points. The traffic on these lines was interruipted for
10 days.

After this delay two lines were re-established, but v/ith great
difficulty.

The lines in the marshalling-yard and the station yard were broken at
innumsrable points and sometimes rendered completely useless in the central

area north of LA GHAPELLE station, and the area S.W, and N.
SAINT-DEittS station.

of the

The good* station and marshalling-yards at LA CHAPELLE v/ere destroyed.
The coal station however was untouched. The western side of the yai'ds at

SAINT-DENIS was totally destroyed. The goods station thei-e was less damaged.

2 signals boxes were destroyed, 7 others underwent serd.ous damage.

_  damaged a little; the one at
The woidcshops at ItA CPLAPEHjE were partly

The engine depot at LA CHAPELLE was
SAINT-DEMIS completely destroyed,
destroyed.

PAAualties

casualties were great; a large number of people (roughly about 600)
killed. There was rflao a small number of injuiod.vie re

/Attack

G.2546II/EJW/2.50/35.
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Attack on Berliet VENISSIEUX, 2„&ia.Y, 1,g2}4

Target

The Berliet factory is situated about li kilo^trea W.E. of wapm.
^00 tombs of which 80 were for the Geniian
to justify the extent of destruction,

at VENISSIEUX were a tai^get also.

3

Ifonthly production on the 1st May was
This activity does not seemmaifcet.

I

It seems that the marshalling-yards

Baid

^  ̂ . . a- H c;0 airci^t of unidentified type. The
The raid was made at night by c'bout kO minutes,

bombing began at 01.00 hours and lasted a

Casualties

21 dead

70 injured

Effects

About A80 impacts were recorded as foH°

- 270 on the factory and the
- 170 at the N.E. extremity of
- 40 on the station

I
small in comparison with the number of

probably grossly exaggerated.

,  4-^,r,=d. walls crumbled \7ith the blast and

60 houses weru completely telephone cables were destreyed.
tiles were blown off roofs. Electno ana -t- wjrw .

;  50?J of the factory ̂ 11 have to be prednots
however are slight (10^ at most) and 9°g th

are

at there was no fire,
salvageable. This is in part due to the t

i

Nevertheless certain workshops have been . ̂fter the war *
activity of the factory cannot be resumed until after tne war.

disconnected at 13 points. On the
Work however

The number of bombs dropped seems _
The number of aircraft (150)aircraft.

The losses in machine

Jtoe railway f^ lyon to Grenoble destreyed.
yard there were 21 lines dama

y

ged and 67 carnal
was resumed as usual 8 days after the attack.

These results then are absolutely the mrshalLing-yards

were readly aimed at as a secondary target, then ronir>o. iJ
part of a systematic and thorough attempt to destrey rolling-stock, rather than
an attempt to paralyse momentarily a part of the Frenc rai way network, which has
no strategic interest.I

nnd depot (S.N..GiF«^—ai
Attack on the railway junctions

BELFORT. 25 May

Target

The presumed objective consisted of the S.N.C.P. (Socirte Ifetionale des
Ohemina Perroviaires) depot and the junction of the railways BEIFORT - IIULHOUSE,
SELFCKr r* DIJON, and PAEOIS - BELFORT.

/Raids

O. 254611 /EJW/2. 50/35.
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Raids

The target was again attacked (had already been attacked without great
success on 11 May), on the morning of 25 May.
part was about 120.

Casualties

The number of planes taking

h- dead
10 injured

Effects

Telephone cables and signal boxes were damaged,
locomotives were destroyed.

There was also some damage done to houses within the district.

The traffic was completely suspended for

24 hours on the EELPORT-MUmOUSE route
48 hours on the BELPORT-DIJON route
8 days on the line of connection lOTLHOUSE-DIJON.

Hangars and

The repair shops were entirely destroyed, as well as important rollinir-
stock ̂ d the water installation in the depot. Practically speaking there
is no longer a &pot at BEILPORT as reconstruction cannot be envisaged at the
momenti This is incontestably the most serious result of the bombing.

Attack, pn_S^::ETIEmm,,2£mY. .1.^44

Target

There were several objectives at SAINT-ETIENNE which justified the
^jiglo-.toerican attack: railway installation, collieries, steelworks,
Manuf^ture Nationale d'Armes. All these objectives, situated in the same
district were more or less- hit so that it is now difficult to tell from the
results which of them was the special target.

Nevertheless the bombing on 26 May takes place in  a series of attacks
directed against the French railway network, and more particularly against
that part of the network -v^ch affects communications with the Mediterranean
coast,

installations on the 25, 26, and 27 May to conclude with certainty that the
attack on Saint-Etieime was part of the same plan:

25 May - CARNOULES, LION, GIVORS, AMBERIEU
26 May - LION, CHAMHERI, GRENOBLE, NICE, ST,-LAUREI'rC du VAR
27 my - MARSEILLE, AVIGNON, NIMES

It is sufficient to recall the principal attacks on railway

Raid

The attack was made by day by 150 4-engined American bombers in 5 waves
of 30*

^flsualtiea

About 1Q00 dead.

/Effects
G. 254611/EJW/2,50/35.
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Effects

60 bombs' fell on the steelworks, 430 in the S.N.G.P. area and some on the
mimitions factory (ivlanxjfacture Nationale d'Armevs). The extent of damage done

to the latter was slight.

The steelworks at Saint-Etienne, suffered serious damage, as about 60 bombs
/imong the buildings destroyed werefell into the very heart of the factory.

- the offices

- the electric station

- the machine workshops

- the v/orkshop for the finishing and despatcli of the sheet-iron,

that done to the
The damage v/hich had the most serious consequences was

which completely deprived the factoi:^^ of power for 4 weeks.electric station.

at CHATEAUGEEUX and
The principal railway installations hit were tnose

PCSNT dfi I'AHE.

blocking the line for three weeks. :
disrupted for only a ●

Bombs also hit the tunnel at IvIOATT’ERRE

Signals and locomotives were also damaged, but traffic was
few days.

Attack on bridge at CARRIERPiF^-on-the-SEI^IE,

Target

sur-oElNE is situated on the PAEI3-R0UENThe railway bridge at CARKEEKES-

line , be twee n ASNIERES and SARTROUVILLE.

A seoon® route links PAK3 to St SS°t£s
route crosses the viaduct of Limay near i.hu'ITiic v/nxox

May 1944*
also attacked on 27 May

the direct route wasThe S/tRTROUVILLE bridge

for the first time.

All these attacks had the same purpos

between Paris and Rouen.

on

;ooe: the disruption of conmunications

of 6
the evening by 12 airrraft in 2 srx>ups ;made inThe attack w^as

(type unidjentif ied) .

●Rffects

hombs arepped (25 a “e

ioS^s^dSp^i “L «thod need. Xru-fio
the attack.

There were few
This v/asby 3 bombs,

target, the small
sresumed only 28 days al ’uc

G. 254611 /EJW/2* 50/35 ●
S_E^_R_X-T
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Attack on IVLAR3EILIES. 27 May 1944

Target
/

The 2 principal objectives were the stations of SAIRT-CHARLES and
LA BLANCAEDE.

latter situated in the direction of NICE has an engine depot.
The former is a terminus and has no strategic interest. The

Raid

The attack was made towards noon by 130 Plying Portresses or B. 24s in
7 formations of 18 aircraft.

naaualties

There were more than 1500 killed,
as v/ell as 2 hotels, shops, cafes, etc.

One must attribute this large number of victims to the carefree character
of the populace who did not believe an air attack was possible and applied
themselves without enthusiasm to the task of A.R.P.

More than 500 houses were destroyed.

Effects

Great damage was done to the stations SAINT-CHAELES and LA BLANCARDE.
At the former 60 bombs fell on the railways of which 4 fell in the hall,
station was closed for several'days.

Tlie

At LA BLANCARDE the engine depot was destroyed and the lines cut.
station was closed for 2 days.

The

Attack on bridge at LB PBCQ. 28 May and 4 J\me

Target

This railway bridge is situated on the Seine, between PARIS (Saint-
Laaare) and ST.-GEMAEN-en-LATE. It is relatively unimportant,
3T.-GEBMAIN-en-LAYE being a terminus, but its destruction was undoubtedly
part of the plan v^hich was being carried out systematically at this time to
destroy the Seine bridges. Also ST.-GEHvLUN-en-LAYE is an important German
garrison and the H.Q. of innumerable general staffs and units, tuid has been
already attacked several times by Anglo-/jnerican aircraft.

Raid

The attack was made by day on 28 May by 28 single-engined aircraft.

Effects,

Some damage was done but traffic was not disrupted.

Attack on the railway station at AVIGNOH.
27 May and 25 June 1944

Target

This station is a very in^rtant junction which controls all the traffic
the Rhone valley for the south of France, 3 main lines meet there.down

/in
G. 25461 30/55. .  secret
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In AVTG-NON there is also a goods station, the marshalling-.ya-rds at
FOKTCOUVSRTE, a large engine depot and innumerable workshops.

Raids

.onth bat^en^ofa lapse of time of about a ^
motivated by the partial failureIt is astonishing that there was

●fche tv/o attacks, the second of which v/as
f*irst.

during "the day by approxiinately '>0^
The raid on 27 May was carried out

) in four waves cf 25*

The raid on 25 June was made during
successive waves of 20 to 30 aircraft.

nj^aualties

27 iiay
25 June - about 50 ■'/ictims.

■bombers (portresses

hundrethere v/ere several

day by I50 borabers (B.24) ^the

asualtiea.d c

!ec
the 2 raids.,  +ntally or partially by

About 450 houses were destroyed, tot o' ^
T nroducts and the VOULANT i

The ORGA factory^ of pharmaceutical pr ^^^^ railw pnrtxalij .
products, situated on the edge of the -A.yiW ^5 June,
^stroyed on 27 May and completely demoiisn

also seriously to>aged :^  ot qT.-GOBAIN were
toiy and the factory at oJ..The AIIPA f ac

25 Juno.on
xploded however in |viaduct. Ite

One bomb fell in the oenti-e of the Rhone
●fclie Rhone.

VILREiiSUVE
bridge connecting AVIGNON toOn the other hand, the suspension

vra.st cut in two by a direct hit.
^  , T^o-r+iallv destro3red. 2 of the 5 tumiJig
On £7 May the engine depot was About 15 locomotives were

t,jd.<age» were damaged but are probably L points ^thereby disrupting
fcadly hit. The LY0N-I-iAHSEILllE3 route v>as out at 4 points, ttereoy

for 4 days.

On 25 June the depot received ^hich
t F0NTC0UT5RTE. I't however the installati ns the connecting
^fered thel^oit: about 15O bombs fell on the goods stations

All ir^utes were cut, sometimes at several points o^
^ badl^ ii.,agod. The water supply for the engines also aff.oted.

the-biddme at ARGENmCLL^Attack on

situated on the Seine beU-een PARIS and P0NTOI3E.
time the only

This railway bridge is

It affords direct ^omaeotion from PARIS to DIEPPE and at this
^.^maining means of connection with Rouen.

/Raid

254611 /rjw/2 , 50/35.a- SECRET
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Raid

The attack was made during the day by 6 twin-engined aircraft.

Effects

2 bombs hit the bridge causing damage which interrupted traffic for 36
hours.

Attack on airfields at TOULOUSE. 25 J\me 19^

Target

It isThe objectives were the airfields BLAGNAC and PRANCAZALS.
impossible to say whether the purpose of the raid was simply to destroy the
military installations or to damage the runvray.

Raid

The total niimbcr of aircraft tsiking part (2f-engined) was aboiit 200,

Casualties

Only 8 injured.

Effects

At BLAGNAC the Atelier Industriel de I’Air which had alreaciy been bombed
on 6 April was again hit, a number of buildings suffering some damage
(offices, hangars, garage, canteen). At PRANC./)lZALS, 2 hangars, petrolrooin,
water supplies, and a munitions depot were hit.

Another munitions depot on the road from PRANCAZALS to PORTER-SAINT SIMON
was also hit.

+ + + + + + + + + +

As to the real effects of the attacks on the French railways it is too
early to draw cone:Lusions: ● the railways constitute a whole, on which the
destruction of any part whatsoever has its effects,
diverse bombing-raids cannot be studied independently and only the teclinicians
of the S.N.C.P. will be capable of iginally defining, by a retrospective studj'-
of the difficulties enco\antered, the actual effectiveness of each blow aimed
at our railway network by Anglo-American aircraft.

The consequences of the

A.H.B.6 Distribution;- #  *»

Sam© as for Translation VIl/75

G. 25^.61 “l/EJ^V/a. 50/55*
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Editor^ 3 Note

some of these reports, prepared at the time of the attack by the local
authorities, are very meagre, ov/ing to the fact that the defence of the
target concerned was entirely a German responsibility and Erench
officials were not granted access. Other reports were somewhat

coloured, presumably to please the Vichy Government.
4
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